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Areas of focus for UK Regulators
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Regulator areas of focus from the 17/18 round

City HR
PwC

MRTs

• Identification of individuals based on conduct risk considerations
• Identification of traders
• Robustness of the process to ensure lists are complete and exclusion requests
• MBU identification

Risk adjustment
of bonus pools

• Adjustment of bonus pools for current and future risks including conduct risk.
• Use of BAU risk monitoring and measurement to inform bonus pool decisions
• Transparency and documentation of bonus pool process.
• Adjustments for material risk events

Individual
performance
assessment

• Ensuring that remuneration outcomes are appropriate in light of individuals’ conduct.
• Use of conduct risk MI and control function input to inform remuneration decisions
• Independence of control function performance assessment

LTIPs

• Individual performance considerations
• Risk adjustment of financial measures
• Consideration of risk and conduct

Ex Post risk
adjustment

• Consideration of all three lines of defence
• Explicit and transparent communication
• Accountability of Senior Management Function holders

Other

• RemCos for significant entities
• Effectiveness of RemCo Chairs
• Appropriate oversight and challenge
• Reporting consistency (SMCR vs remuneration)
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The regulatory landscape – key considerations for 2018

Conduct and sales
incentives

Senior Manager Regime

Board diversity
Brexit

Remuneration
governance

City HR
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Gender pay so far and “Year 2 preparation”
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Gender pay gap reporting – the results so far

276 companies have so far disclosed their
2018/19 gender pay gaps, of which 183
disclosed in 2017/18.
Banking firms who have disclosed for
2018/29 include HSBC and Virgin Money.

Of the 183 who have disclosed in both years, 47%
have reported a reduction in their mean gender pay
gap. However, only 33% of companies have
reported a decrease in their mean bonus gap, with
66% reporting an increase.
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Gender pay gap reporting – preparing for year 2

Preparing for
next year
•

•

City HR
PwC

Review your
methodology and
calculate your year
2 gap
Communication
planning
(particularly where
numbers are the
same / increase on
prior year)

Closing the gap

•

Identify changes to
drive gender
balance (e.g.
through
metrics/KPIs; HR
process and policy
changes; targets;
etc.)

Driving fairness

•
•

Investigating /
managing any
equal pay concerns
Review and
enhance reward
governance models
to ensure pay
fairness

Supporting
inclusion
•

Developing a
diversity and
inclusion strategy
and action plan to
support the
development of
an inclusive
culture
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D&I hot topics in FS

PwC
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Diversity and inclusion hot topics in FS
Gender pay reporting –
year 2 and closing the gap

Supporting social mobility

Approaches to supporting
diverse customers

Measuring diversity
beyond gender (“self
identification”)

Future reporting
requirements – BAME pay
gap and global changes
Measuring change targets, management
scorecards and employee
analytics

City HR
PwC

Fair employment practices
– approaches to flexible
working and benefits
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The role of data in “moving the dial” on diversity

Identifying
problem
areas

Testing
possible
solutions

Evidencing
the need for
change to
business

City HR
PwC

Evidencing
change –
internally &
externally
Continually
monitoring
diversity as
a series of
KPIs

Measuring
the impact of
actions:
“Return on
Investment”
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Off-payroll working in the private sector - proposed changes
and potential impact
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Current work types in the UK

Tax
Employed
Worker/
dependent
contractor

Sole trader
sub-contract
(CIS)

Agencies/
Umbrella
companies

UK
Work
Types

Cost/risk
governance
Selfemployed

Talent
Gig
engagement

Personal
Service
Company
(PSC)

Workforce
change

PwC

•
•
•
•

Compliance and reporting of contingent workers and contractors

•
•
•
•

Supporting with pay frameworks to deliver consistency

•
•
•
•

Attracting and engaging flexible workers, incl Gig workers

•
•
•
•

Labour strategy - A model for flexible working options and workforce mix

A clear understanding of worker status and implications for the future
Reporting and disclosure - whose responsibility?
Location agnostic workers

Managing contractual relationships - employee, contractor, intermediary
Employment rights for workers e.g. Holiday pay, Agency Worker Regs.
Corporate Criminal Offence and Facilitation of Tax Evasion

Technology platforms
Incentives/new world performance related pay

Performance management

Behaviours/cultural change
Flex levers to better manage supply v demand e.g. Field Force Operations
Model the impact

June 2018

Consultation proposals
The consultation puts forward three key proposals:
1.

Extending the public sector reform to the private sector

“the lead option”
1.

Requiring businesses to secure their labour supply chains

2.

Additional record keeping

Assuming current Public Sector approach remains largely unchanged then
the rules will apply to arrangements involving an “intermediary”, typically a
Personal Service Company (PSC).

PwC
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Extending Public Sector reform to Private Sector – cost impact
Assume contractor on £80,000 pa
Current costs

Costs with Public Sector
approach

£80,000

£80,000

PAYE withheld

-

£16,000

Employee NIC withheld

-

£5,225

Employer NIC (B)

-

£9,877

Apprenticeship Levy (C)

-

£400

Paid to contractor - excl. VAT

£80,000

£58,775

Net cost to business (A+B+C)

£80,000

£90,277

-

£10,277

Fees invoiced - excl. VAT (A)

Direct cost increase per annum
(12.84%)*

* The direct costs do not include any increase in rates the contractor looks to negotiate to compensate for the reduction in their net position, nor the
potential costs should they become entitled to employment related benefits (holiday pay, pensions, etc).

PwC
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Extending Public Sector reform to Private Sector – when might
changes be implemented?

PwC

New legislative
timetable

Public Sector
changes

Potential Private
Sector changes

Policy
announcement

Autumn Budget

Autumn 2015

Autumn 2017

Consultation

Winter/Spring

26 May 2016 –
18 August 2016

18 May 2018 –
10 August 2018

Draft legislation
published

July

Winter 2016

-

Finance Bill
introduced

Autumn/Winter

Winter 2016

-

Effective date

-

April 2017

April 2019?
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Approach and immediate priorities
Discovery

Assessment

Redesign

Identify PSC population:

Assess employment status risk:

Having assessed status risk:

•

•

Understand the roles, contract terms and
payment terms of the contractors
working within your organisation.

•

Design / re-design a flexible labour
strategy and contractor policy

•

Assign ownership

•

Determine the tests that you will apply to
assess employment status. HMRC
CEST tool or alternative approach?

•

Redesign the controls and governance
processes for bringing temporary
labour into the organisation

•

Identify high risk areas of your business /
segmentation of population based on
risk, volume and cost.

•

•

Identify critical resource and integral
roles with our 5 point assessment

•

•

Prioritise PSCs with tenure > 2 years and
review individual roles.

•

•

Assess the value of the payments made
to all contractors that could reasonably
be affected by a change to the IR35 rules

Make an explicit assessment of the
roles that are within and outside of
IR35

•

Re-design and update contractual
agreements with all temporary
workers.

•

•

•

•

PwC

Is there central control and governance?
How are PSCs engaged by the business
and what controls exist to manage the
contracting arrangements and renewals?

Do you have a PSL for Agencies and can
they provide you with a list of the
contractors working under PSC
arrangements.
Are there other central controls for onboarding contractors from which data will
need to be extracted?

Where various routes exist for contactors
to enter the business, review AP and
supplier lists. Technology can be used to
interrogate AP systems.

Made easier with technology solutions and
data analytics.

Operationalise
Develop a roadmap for change
•

Training for relevant stakeholders to
ensure they understand impact of
changes and the need for a new
contracting model and new controls.

•

Update systems and assess payroll
options:
•

Model the financial implications
assuming an effective change in April
2019 and 2020.
Design and redefine the nature of the
roles filled by contractors.

•

current vs separate payroll for
contractors?
engage all contractors via a third
party intermediary?

•

Broader communications – don’t
underestimate the volume of questions
and potential for challenge and
misunderstandings.

•

Safeguard against the risk of PSCs
switching to high risk alternative
“employment” structures.

•

Technical analysis - status specific,
qualitative and quantitative

•

Model the financial cost and a variety
of scenarios

Business case to implement
recommendations including:

•

Use data analytics applications
developed specifically to assess and
measure the impact of changes affecting
contractors and to assist with ongoing
compliance. The output will inform the redesign options.

•

Technical analysis and labour strategy

•

•

Business case and stakeholder
engagement
•

A legal assessment of existing
contracts and contracting
arrangements.
Alternative contracting models and
recommended option(s) to sustain
compliant change
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Budget 2018

PwC
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Any Questions?

Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the
information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PwC does not accept or assume any liability,
responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication
or for any decision based on it.

© 2018 PwC. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the PwC network and/or one or more of its member firms, each of which is a separate legal entity. Please see
www.pwc.com/structure for further details.

Thriving in a Disrupted and Digitised Industry
Prepared for City HR Forum
October 2nd, 2018

Prepared by McLagan
McLagan is part of Aon, a business unit of Aon plc.

Agenda
▪
▪
▪
▪

McLagan
Proprietary & Confidential

Performance and rewards trends – Coping with disruption
10 years post financial crisis – what next?
Investments in technology fueling future growth?
Talent and rewards considerations for the digital age
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Key themes in Financial Services
▪ Growth is back on the agenda
▪

Focused growth / investments in retail / deposits, commercial banking, wealth, targeted regions & teams for
banking & markets

▪

Potential trade wars increase cautionary view and could dampen future growth

▪ Costs remain front of mind
▪

Firm-wide ROE improving, but just covering cost of capital or remaining below for some banks

▪

Location strategies evolving by firm

▪ Banks investing in technology / digital transformation
▪

Technology and digital acknowledged as essential part of bank’s business, strategy and success

▪

Organization structure and talent strategy evolving

▪ Talent strategies aligning to business needs and in context of non FS competitors
▪

Job profile, selection, performance management, and pay approaches evolving

▪

Impacted in particular by roles in changing business (e.g. technology, digital, quants/strats)

▪ Reward follows talent strategy

McLagan
Proprietary & Confidential

▪

Increased transparency in pay, especially junior roles in infrastructure

▪

Continued, albeit select changes to performance measurement (customer vs. product centric in retail; profit vs
revenue in lending lines; add discretionary component to direct-drive plans)
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10 years after the crisis, the Banking sector searches for growth in a digital revolution
Today

Pre-Crisis
▪

Business

▪
▪

▪

Talent

▪

▪

Pay

McLagan
Proprietary & Confidential

▪
▪

Leveraged bank
model
High Profits & ROE
Many similar global
banking & markets
players
Banks are employer
of choice
Pay is the Talent
strategy
Lofty pay for top
revenue staff
Low salaries
Similar pay mix
across industry

▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

Tomorrow

More stable / safer
banking industry
Less profitable banks
vs pre-crisis
Down-scaling of
global EU firms

▪

Technology
transformation reshaping staffing
profile

▪

High fixed pay
Disparities in pay mix
driven by regulation
Improved governance
on pay decisions
Risk accounted for in
pay

▪

▪

▪

▪

Digital evolution drives
efficiencies, time to
market, profits
Fintech set to take market
share (esp. retail and less
developed markets)
Talent strategies evolve
– new skills needed in
digital, agile, AI
Increased investment
across the industry
Increased transparency
in pay opportunities
How far can FS go to
align with Tech (EVP vs
Just Pay)
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Talent and reward strategies are being challenged & HR needs to adapt
HR CONSIDERATIONS
Tech & Digital focus changes the types
of skills and competencies non-tech
companies need

And alters the recruiting landscape for
many companies
As sectors collide, diverse rewards
philosophies are coming face-to-face
like never before

And that means the types of leaders
they need to be successful in this new
era may change
McLagan
Proprietary & Confidential

Define / Clarify new skills required, adjust
job profiles, review organization structure

▪
▪
▪
▪

Recruiting and reward strategies for
defined roles should consider:
Non-FS competitors
Different target pay or mix vs other
functions
Differentiation in pay for top
performers
Non-financial rewards

Select leaders that are forward thinking
& embrace digital – re-think succession
planning, executive training
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So, what are we up against?

Disruptive
technology
Fast time to market

Simple but flexible
rewards

Instant recognition

Tech Sector
Employee Value
Proposition
driven by:

Feeling close to products
and the customer /
purpose

Agile working environments

A training and development
culture which promotes career
progression

McLagan
Proprietary & Confidential

Collaborative organisation structure to
promote cross-functional innovation
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Panel Discussion

Compensation Trends and
Financial Performance
Willis Towers Watson

© 2018 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. For Willis Towers Watson and Willis Towers Watson client use only.
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What’s on your mind?

Brexit

Digital

Pay Review

Diversity &
Inclusion

Competition – FinTech

CEO Pay Ratio

Gender Pay

Balancing Stakeholders and External Perception —
customers, regulators, politicians, shareholders, employees, media
© 2018 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. For Willis Towers Watson and Willis Towers Watson client use only.
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2018 6M Financial Performance Recap
Firm Wide Results
▪ Financial performance for the 6M
2018 improved somewhat against
6M 2017
▪ Profitability improved at median
though several banks continued
to endure heavy costs from
legacy issues as well as
downsizing/restructuring
initiatives
▪ Headcounts and Compensation &
Benefits expenses have
decreased slightly overall, leaving
Per Capita C&B essentially flat

Financial Performance 6M 2018 vs. 6M 2017 Comparator Group Medians
5%

4%
4%

3%
3%
2%
1%
0%

0%

-1%

-1%

-2%
Net Revenues

Pretax Profits

C&B Expenses

Total Headcount

Comparator Group Includes: Barclays, BBVA, BNP Paribas,
Commerzbank, Credit Agricole, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, HSBC,
ING, Lloyds, Natixis, RBS, Société Générale, UBS
© 2018 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. For Willis Towers Watson and Willis Towers Watson client use only.
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Financial Performance – European Banks 6M 2018 Results
By Business Segment
▪ Investment Bank revenues slightly down
against last year:

6M 2018 vs. 6M 2017 Median Revenue Trend by
Business Segment

▪ Fixed-Income Sales & Trading weak
Overall Investment Bank
against 6M 17
▪ In contrast, Equities revenue
Fixed-Income Sales & Trading -8%
improved vs. weak 6M17 results
Equities Sales & Trading
▪ Investment Banking revenues
decreased. Mixed Firm-wide results
Investment Banking
with Equity Capital Markets
Asset Management
outperforming Debt – competition with
boutiques continuing to impact profits
Private Banking
▪ Strong market performance benefitted
Retail Banking
Asset Management
▪ Good credit quality and gradual widening
Transaction Services
of interest rate spreads benefitted Retail
-10% -8%
banking
▪ Strong performance continued in Private
Banking and Transaction services

-4%

1%
-1%
1%
6%
2%
2%
-6%

-4%

-2%

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

Comparator Group Includes: Barclays, BBVA, BNP Paribas, Commerzbank, Credit Agricole, Credit
Suisse, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, ING, Lloyds, Natixis, RBS, Société Générale, UBS
© 2018 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. For Willis Towers Watson and Willis Towers Watson client use only.
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Compensation Payout Ratios Trends
▪ Median compensation payout ratios in relation to Revenue have remained relatively stable from
FY2014 to 6M2018 as firms continue their focus on cost management
▪ Payout ratios have improved (decreased) somewhat in terms of Profitability though remain at
elevated levels for banks dealing with issues such as regulatory provisions and strategic
restructuring
Median Compensation Payout Ratios Trend
75%

71%
67%

70%

64%

65%

60%

59%

39%

40%

FY2017

6M2018

60%
55%
50%
45%

41%

41%

41%

FY2014

FY2015

FY2016

40%
35%
30%

Compensation & Benefits as % of Net Revenues
Compensation & Benefits as % of Pretax, Pre-C&B Profit

Comparator Group Includes: Barclays, BBVA, BNP Paribas, Commerzbank, Credit Agricole, Credit
Suisse, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, ING, Lloyds, Natixis, RBS, Société Générale, UBS
© 2018 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. For Willis Towers Watson and Willis Towers Watson client use only.
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Early Perspectives on 2018 Year-End Pay Trends
▪ Below represents our expectations on changes in total compensation given performance year to date,
second-half expectations and preliminary conversations with firms
Segment/Division

Median Total
Compensation
Trend

Comments

Investment Bank

▪ Trend will be nearly flat at median but differentiated according to
business performance

Asset Management

▪ Muted IC trend a function of flat asset flows and in particular new
flows going into passive or other lower fee products

Private Banking

▪ Remains a strategic area of growth for a number of firms.
▪ Likely pay increases for Investment professionals at the top end
due to competitive market pressures and need for top talent

Retail Banking

▪ Credit quality remains good and some widening of interest rate
spread has resulted in improving revenues
▪ Pay mix weighted heavily towards salary

Corporate
Functions

▪ Pay mix heavily weighted towards salary
▪ Competition now from non‐industry firms, particularly Technology
and FinTech

Trends presented on a Global basis
Business Segment Trends exclude Group Centre/Corporate Staff from overall trend
© 2018 Willis Towers Watson. All rights reserved. Proprietary and Confidential. For Willis Towers Watson and Willis Towers Watson client use only.
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City Pay Survey


Participants
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫



Commercial Banks
Investment Banks
Private Banks
Fund/Asset Management Companies
Commodity Trading Companies
Other Financial Sector

Latest survey findings – October 2018
for 2018 pay reviews and bonus awards

Company-Wide Base Salary Increases

(Source: City Pay Guide, Oct 2018)

Increases By Company
(% of Base Salary Budget)

2018

2017

2016

Upper Quartile

4.1

3.9

3.7

Median

3.4

3.0

3.0

Lower Quartile

2.5

2.5

2.0

Company-Wide Base Salary Increases
(Source: City Pay Guide, 2008 – 2018
7)
6.0

% of base salary

5.0

4.0
Upper Quartile

3.0

Median
Lower Quartile

2.0

1.0

0.0

Base Salary Increases by Type of Organisation
(Source: City Pay Guide, October 2018)

Median Increases By Company
(% of Base Salary Budget)

2018

2017

Commercial/Retail

3.5

2.9

Private Banks

2.5

3.3

Investment Banks/Cos.

3.5

2.9

Fund/Asset Mgmt

3.0

2.9

Commodity Trading

3.1

3.3

Other Financial Sector

2.4

3.0

Base Salary Increases by Nationality of Parent Company
(Source: City Pay Guide, October 2018)

Median Increases By Company
(% of Base Salary Budget)

2018

Africa

5.5

Middle East

3.6

Asia/Far East

3.5

Europe (excl. UK)

3.0

UK

2.5

Annual Bonus Awards
(Source: City Pay and Benefits Survey, 2018)


95% of participating companies operate a bonus
scheme. Usually all employees are eligible.



Less than 2% of those eligible for a bonus received no
award in 2018 (for 2017 performance), 7% in 2017



On average, bonuses paid in 2018, for matched
individuals, were higher than those paid in 2017.



We particularly note that average bonuses for clerical
staff have risen in the past few years.

Deferred Bonus Awards
(Source: City Pay and Benefits Survey, 2018)






In 2018, 15% of participating companies made awards
under a deferral scheme (for 2017 performance).
Deferred awards were made to 5% of all individuals in the
survey; primarily senior staff or those with the highest
bonus awards.
These schemes tend to be less complex than in some larger
finance sector organisations, and, typically, pay out in cash
after a 3 year deferral period.

Expectations for 2019



Salary increases higher in 2018, but much uncertainty about
what 2019 may bring.



Inflation rate increases are slightly higher than expected.



Most have not yet determined their 2019 budgets. So far,
average reported budgets are at or slightly below the 3% mark
for 2019, little different to that reported in recent years.

Contact us:

Phone:
E-mail:
Website:

01371 810979
info@citypay.co.uk
www.citypay.co.uk

Carolynne Ruffle, Director

Andrea Eccles,
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Cindy Mahoney,
Head of Talent Management,
City HR Association

Sam Bailey,
Operations Manager,
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andreaeccles@cityhr.co.uk

cindymahoney@cityhr.co.uk

sambailey@cityhr.co.uk
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